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retrospective account. Par ticipants

during the Covid -19 crisis that our

were randomly allocated into either

sample prefer private means of

answering questions concerning pre

travel, eco friendly holidays and

vs . post crisis behaviour.

providers that of fer full refunds,

Summar y:

Covid -19 the appeal of dormitor y

people’s motivation for travel

accommodation is reduced . Though

before and during the Covid -19

the dif ferences highlighted here

crisis . Specifically, the need for

are significant statistically, the size

novelty, excitement, impression

of these ef fects are ver y modest.

management and learning were all

Therefore though there are changes

lower at the peak of the crisis .

this are relatively small, representing

where, how we travel) examined

Associate Professor at Edinburgh

here were chosen based on those

University, and Hype Collective,

measured by existing academic

In contrast, the motivation to holiday

to conduct research into the

studies into tourist motivations for

with loved ones increased during

impacts of Covid -19 on 18 -30 year

young people, with also taking into

Covid -19. The sample had a stronger

old’s attitudes and psychological

account which are most relevant in

bias towards protecting their

motivators for travel . This repor t

a times of crisis .

domestic economy through tourism

the first two stages of the research;
gathering insight from young people
in a before crisis mindset and at the
peak of the crisis (20th - 23rd April
2020). The project will be updated to
include a third stage of research at
the end of the crisis .
We tested several push and pull
motivators for travel amongst young
people, as well as two crisis related
psychological drivers (ethnocentrism
and xenophobia). In addition we
ascer tain when they’ d be willing to
book holidays again . Push (why we
travel) and pull motivations (when,
6

We used a sample of young
people aged 18-30 who reside in

only minor shif ts .

as well as a greater negative bias
towards foreign travel .

the UK which was approximately

Travel worries increased with the

representative of gender, education

changing travel environment

and age. The sample consisted of

installed by Covid -19, as expected .

1962 respondents,

stronger brands . Lastly, during

The results reveal changes in young

BETA par tnered with Ben Marder,

outlines the initial findings from

aid in repatriation and have

The data presents dif ferences in the

This research compares responses

pull motivation before and during

across two time periods pre vs .

the crisis . Youth travellers during the

during the Covid -19 crisis . However,

Covid -19 crisis are placing greater

the pre -Covid -19 collection was

impor tance on shor t holidays and

based on par ticipant retrospection

visiting destinations with better

of their motivations and beliefs

medical and travel infrastructure.

before the crisis, specifically that

Fur thermore, destinations who

in Januar y 2019. The study involved

are generally perceived better

a number of safeguards to ensure

at dealing with crises are more

that par ticipants indeed repor ted a

desirable. The results also show
7
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WHY WE TRAVEL
These graphs show the change in each motivation
factor across the entire sample
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NOVELTY AND
EXCITEMENT
The pursuit of the new and exciting

“novelty” has remained a relatively

is obviously a key motivator for some

consistent motivator.

to travel . Those who ranked “novelty”
as a key motivation for travel
would have ranked “experiencing
somewhere new”, “experiencing
something dif ferent ” and
“experiencing a dif ferent lifestyle” as
impor tant to them .

The fact that the majority of young
people are less motivated to travel
by novelty suggests that it may be
perceived as as super ficial or a
luxur y, during a time of pandemic
there is a renewed focus on what is
impor tant.

The Covid -19 crisis appears to have
reduced the impor tance of novelty
to young people’s travel plans .
Overall, young people are less
swayed to travel by the prospect of
the novel and exciting . However, we
found notable dif ferences among
the demographic when
we considered education level .
Those who are studying , or have
already completed a degree,
showed a far bigger drop in
requiring “novelty” from their
future travel plans . Meanwhile, for
those who didn’t attend university,
10
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LOVED ONES
The desire to travel with loved ones

are currently prioritising travel with

has increased during the Covid -19

loved ones more than

crisis . This fits with young people

in the past.

re -visiting “what they hold dear” to
them and making sure that they
focus on that. Interestingly there is
a significant dif ference between
the generations, with those 18-25
having a swing in prioritising travel
with loved ones . The crisis appears
not to have had the same impact on
the over 25 year olds who already
prioritised travel with loved ones any
before the crisis and continue to do
so. This suggests that travellers 18-25

12
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IMPRESSION
& ESTEEM

Impression and esteem measure to

impresses others” and “ being thought

what ex tent people want to travel

of more highly by others for doing this”

for either ex ternal perceived value

were impor tant to them .

(showing of f to others about their
holiday) or their own perceived value
(to make themselves feel better).
Respondents who ranked impression
highly would have said that things

14

Impression as a motivating factor
for travel has declined during the
Covid -19 crisis consistently across all
demographics .

such as “ taking photos of places to

Those 18 -25 years old and those over

show friends ,” “ doing something that

25 have each reduced their need

15
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for “showing of f ” by travelling , with a
steeper decline for the older of the
t wo demographics . While there was
also a decline amongst the 18 -25s , the
decrease was more modest, and this
generation is still motivated more by
“ impression” now than the over-25s
were pre -Covid -19.

person”.
Travelling for personal esteem has
also declined in impor tance for young
travellers during the crisis , generally
with a large decrease amongst male
respondents . Female respondents
were the exception to this , however, as
primarily they ranked esteem actually

When we consider gender, we find a far

higher than they did before the Covid -19

more significant dif ference bet ween

crisis .

groups . Female respondents have had
the biggest reduction in the need for
“ impression” during the crisis . Men –
who star ted from a lower base – have
had a far smaller decline.
Esteem , meanwhile, tests the desire
to travel for that person’s own “good
feelings”. Respondents with a high
esteem motivation would have placed
high impor tance on the likes of
“ increasing my feelings of self-wor th ,”
“ feeling a sense of accomplishment ”
and “ helping me feel like a better

16
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NEW PEOPLE &
LEARNING:
Traditionally, a huge motivation for

dif ferent people”, “ interacting with new

travel is meeting new people and

people” and “ building friendships with

learning about new places . Watch any

new people” as being impor tant to

travel adver t on television and the

them .

chances are it ’ ll reference the people
you’ ll meet and the cultures you’ ll
discover. How has this been impacted?
Those who prioritised “new people” in
their travel plans would have ranked
terms such as “meeting new and

18

Across our audience as a whole, there
was ver y little movement in the way
their desire to travel is motivated by the
prospect of meeting new people.
However, when you compare those with ,

BETA WHAT REALLY MATTERS

or studying for, a degree compared to
those without you get an interesting
pattern . Those without a degree have
seen an increase in prioritising travel
with new people since the Covid -19
crisis , those with a degree have had the
opposite.
When we look at “ learning new skills”,
“gaining knowledge about cultures”,
“satisf ying my curiosit y” and “ learning
about new places”, we see that the
findings are consistent with the overall
pattern: our respondents were less
motivated by learning from travel .
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• It comes down to all UK residents
to spend their holiday in the UK
and suppor t the countr y.

ETHNOCENTRISM
& XENOPHOBIA

Across all of our testing , ethnocentrism
represented one of the biggest shif ts .
Our audience are more ethnocentric
since the Covid -19 crisis began . The
results were prett y consistent across
gender, education and age.

Where ethnocentrism shows a

of our most interesting findings , and it

agreed or agreed with the following

prioritisation of familiar cultures or

is wor th emphasising that we should

statements:

nations , xenophobia is the fear or dislike

aren’t massive changes , but modest
evolutions in mindset . They are
statistically significant, however.
Ethnocentrism is behaviour that favours
one’s own countr y above others .
Respondents who ranked highly for

20

locals I encounter there.
Again , when we break down the results
by demographic, there have been fairly
consistent increases in xenophobia
across all respondents .

of other countries .

the UK economy by traveling to

The respondents who ranked highly for

holiday destinations in the UK .

xenophobia would have agreed with the

• UK residents should spend their

• I would be suspicious toward the

it is statistically significant nonetheless .

ethnocentrism would have strongly

• UK residents should suppor t

the culture there.

Xenophobia saw a smaller increase, but

These t wo categories brought some

read these results with caution . These

• I would not feel comfor table in

following t ypes of statement:

holiday in the UK because this

• I doubt that the locals would be

secures jobs in the UK tourism

welcoming to tourists like me.

industr y.
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WHEN, WHERE, HOW
WE TRAVEL
We then looked into cer tain features

countries that have handled the crisis

of travel that might draw someone to

well , and organised tours . A key factor

it . We compared factors such as trip

was choosing trips that of fered full

length , accommodation t ype, distance

refunds in the case of cancellation .

from home and key activities (e.g .
par ties , sightseeing , nature).
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These graphs show the change for each
motivation factor across the entire sample

Our audience as a whole also
prioritised environmentally -friendly

Some elements of this weren’t

travel more highly at the peak of the

surprising . Our audience was more

Covid -19 crisis than before the crisis .

likely to choose developed economies ,

22
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As with our push factors, there were interesting
variations between certain demographics

When we compare those with and

motivated by shor ter trips than they

without degrees , we see an interesting

were before.

trend . Those with degrees repor ted
a bigger shif t in how they prioritise
refunds . Before Covid -19 they hadn’t
valued refunds as much as those
without degrees had done, but now
they’ve seen an increase which sees the
t wo demographics match . Additionally,
female respondents appear to prioritise
refunds more than male respondents .
The 18 -25s in our sample are prioritising
shor t trips a great deal more since the
Covid -19 crisis began . Intriguingly, those
over the age of 25 aren’t any more

24

Fitting this trend , respondents aged 18 25 ranked a cit y sightseeing trip higher
than before the crisis . The respondents
over 25 ranked it lower. So did female
applicants on the whole, while male
applicants ranked the same trip higher
than before.

There were some interesting patterns

decline in demand for par t y -related

bet ween those with dif ferent education

travel . Perhaps those with degrees ,

levels , too. Those with a degree, or

or studying , are looking for some

studying towards one, have decreased

escapism …

The 18 -25s are also ranking the

their focus on “ historic or cultural

oppor tunit y to meet new people on the

attractions” and modestly increased

trip higher than before the Covid -19

their focus on the par t y element .

crisis . This suggests there isn’t a clear

Those without degrees have done the

“one size fits all ” first trip that will be

opposite, with a small increase in focus

booked .

on histor y and culture and a bigger

That could indeed be the case, at least
if the weather is any thing to go by.
Those with a degree want their nex t trip
to be somewhere warm , more now than
they did before Covid -19 hit .

25
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Generally, respondents across the

male travellers say they’ ll prioritise

board are looking to stay in bigger

smaller boutique hotels . Unsurprisingly,

chain accommodation in locations that

in this environment, all are united in

look “risk-free”. However, there are some

their opinion that a hostel dorm room is

subtle dif ferences in what that means

less attractive than it was .

BETA WHAT REALLY MATTERS

to each segment .
Young female travellers are more likely
to prioritise big chain hotels , but young

26
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WHEN TO TRAVEL?
We asked our applicants what event

or at least no lockdown or social

would most likely spur them to star t

distancing .

searching for a holiday to book . The
answers came out as fairly risk-averse,
with most respondents saying the
biggest driver would be a “return to
normalit y” – i .e. access to a vaccine,

BETA WHAT REALLY MATTERS

WHAT EVENT IS MOST LIKELY TO
MAKE YOU BOOK A HOLIDAY?

One thing to be mindful of that
young people themselves may not be
accurate predictors of their own actual
behaviour.

6
5

7

89 1
3.2%

5.0%

4.6%

2 3

4.5%

6.2%

6.6.%

25.9%

1

Government announces lockdown exit plan 4 . 3%

2

Government announces lockdown is over
(social distancing rules still apply) - 4 . 5%

3 Airlines announce plans to resume non essential flights - 6 . 2%
4 The U K is back to normal (no social distancing
rules or lockdown) - 39 .7 %

28

4.3%

39.7%

4

5 A Covid -1 9 vaccine is available to me - 25 . 9%
6 EU border restrictions are removed - 6 .6 . %
7

Long -haul border restrictions are removed 4 . 6%

8 I am currently searching for a holiday to book
- 3 . 2%
9 Other - 5 . 0%
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INSIGHTS:

Safe passage

During the peak of the Covid -19 crisis ,

are more likely to be shor t trips and

our respondents are showing a higher

domestic, or at least shor t-haul .

prioritisation of travel options that
appear to be “safe”. They are looking
for organised travel , countries that
are better developed , countries that
have handled the crisis well , or big
brand accommodation . Their first trips

30

Understandably, consumers have had
their confidence in travel challenged .
When planning products , ser vices and
of ferings post-crisis , this should be
forefront in the minds of those in the
travel industr y.
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A (slight) blow to the “selfie generation”
The crisis has focused the nation’s

much doubt it . Never theless , it ’s a

attention on what really matters . Across

change and we should be conscious of

the countr y we applaud the NHS and

it .

carers , and champion the key workers
who stack our supermarket shelves and
collect our bins .

We do think it is impor tant to factor
this into the planning of your first
marketing campaigns , whenever they

This same clarit y of thought appears to

will be. Now is the time to bear in mind

have led to some changes in approach

what is actually impor tant in travel: the

to travel . Young people are currently

real experiences , the new people and ,

less motivated to travel in order to

crucially, sharing these experiences

show of f to others . There is a reduced

with those most impor tant to you . While

focus on using it as an oppor tunit y to

it would be unwise to throw out your

take photos for plastering across their

Instagram marketing strategy, this is the

socials .

time to make sure that genuine purpose

Does this mean the death of Instagram
and the end of travel pics? We ver y

of travel is front and centre of your
communications .

Going back to Mother Nature
One of the possibly surprising

to have some fun – the environment

findings of the research was that our

stuf f can wait ”.

respondents prioritise environmentally friendly travel more since the Covid -19
crisis began .

In fact, the opposite seems to have
happened . Our take on this is that it is
par t of the wider trend of young people

It could have been expected that

focusing on “what really matters”.

the monumental impact of the virus

Clearly the environment is something

might have led young people to think

given great impor tance, rather than

something along the lines of, “ I ’ve been

being seen as a super ficial bolt-on to

forced to stay at home for however

make a holiday more palatable.

many months and now it ’s time for me

32
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Not everyone is the same
The findings show overall trends

25s . Those under the age of 25 are

towards valuing what really matters

more interested in shor t trips and cit y

and prioritising safet y. This is played

sightseeing options , more motivated by

out in dif ferent ways amongst various

meeting new people, and more likely

groups in the sample.

to prioritise travelling with loved ones .

When we consider gender, we find that

Ethnocentrism & Xenophobia

female travellers are less interested
in cit y sightseeing trips than their

Over-25s already ranked the latter
highly, and remain less motivated by
“ impression” than their younger peers .

male counterpar ts and experienced

Dif ferences were also found when

A potentially unpleasant outcome of

foreign . We can’t say whether this is

a bigger decline in “ impression” as a

splitting the sample into those with

the focus on “what really matters” is

a temporar y shif t or if it will return to

motivating factor. However, they still

a degree and those without . Student

an apparent rise in ethnocentrism and

pre -Covid -19 levels once travel options

rank “personal esteem” highly, while

and graduate respondents revealed

xenophobia among young people.

are back to normal . It looks , though ,

male respondents recorded a drop.

a decreased focus on historic and

as if there is work to do for the travel

Female respondents were also more

cultural attractions , and a small

industr y to remind young people about

likely to prioritise potential refunds in

increase in the desire to travel with a

the positive value in international travel

their future bookings and opt for large

focus on par t ying , while the opposite is

– the lessons that can be learnt, as

chain hotels , which falls in line with the

true for those without a degree. Those

well as enjoyment to be had , in gaining

increased prominence of “safet y” as a

with a degree are also less likely to

broader life experience and meeting

deciding factor.

prioritise travel with new people, which

We tracked a bigger rise in
ethnocentrism , implying that young
people think it is impor tant to suppor t
the UK by spending their travel funds
domestically.
A smaller shif t, but still a statistically

new people from a wide range of

significant one, was seen in xenophobia

cultures .

levels – the fear and distrust of the

34

We also discover some interesting
contrasts when looking at the
dif ference bet ween 18 -25s and over-

was not true for those without one.
However, both groups are now equal on
how much they value the availabilit y of
refunds .
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